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M STUDIO HOME STAGING is offering 
interior styling  and home staging service 
to help the marketing of properties to allow 
potential buyers to visualize how they 
would live and function within a space. 
Our aim is to highlight the positive aspects 
of a property and minimize the negatives 
by adding warmth and ambiance through 
staging.

Toronto & The GTA

HOME STAGING CONSULTATION

This consultation includes a full home evaluation, including 
all notes regarding the suggested updates, repairs, furniture 
arrangements, paint colours, and decorating suggestions.  

VACANT HOME STAGING

We have a massive inventory of furniture, rugs, artwork, 
lighting, and accessories to furnish anything from a starter 
home to a luxury multi-million dollar property. Our staging 
brings the insight and imagination needed to allow buyers to 
envision your property as home.

OCCUPIED HOME STAGING

We go room-by-room and make recommendations that will 
help you declutter, organize, and accent your space with 
artwork and furniture. We may also recommend a fresh coat 
of paint or small home improvements that help showcase the 
real value of your property.

ABOUT US

SERVICES PROVIDED

AREA SERVED
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Show the room to its fullest Potential and make it easier for potential buyers to visualize the your property 
as their future home. Outshine the competition and help increase the value of your home.
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Show the room to its fullest potential 
and make it easier for potential buyers to 
visualize the your property as their future 
home. Outshine the competition and help 

increase the value of your home.

519-760-2896
info@mstudiohome.com
www.mstudiohome.com

Home Staging Toronto and the GTA View more staging tips and decor 
inspirations on our social media.

STAGING AND DECOR FOLLOW USCONTACT US


